Back to School:
Options for Learning
the Business of Medıcine
From master’s programs to certificate programs to CME courses,
the options are plentiful. But what’s right for you?
Leigh Ann Backer

P

the number of applicants and requests for
program literature. Continuing medical education (CME) has also evolved to include
courses that reflect physicians’ increased
interest in the business of health care.
If you want to join the ranks of physicians who are going back to school to learn
the business of medicine, you’ve got more
options to choose from than ever before.
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Plotting your course
Whether a master’s degree, certificate program or introductory course would be the
best choice for you depends largely on your
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eople talk about the art and science
of medicine. In recent years, the
business of medicine has demanded
physicians’ attention as well. More
and more physicians are pursuing business
education, whether it’s to help them prepare
for increased administrative responsibilities
or a career outside of clinical practice or simply to develop skills that will make their
practices more successful.
The burgeoning number of degree programs marketed to physicians is indicative
of the growing interest, and directors of
these programs report significant growth in
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SPEEDBAR ®

➤➤
Physicians’ interest in
business education has
grown significantly in
recent years, and training programs have
multiplied.

➤➤
It might be worthwhile
to take one or more
introductory courses
before deciding
whether to make a bigger commitment.

➤➤
Before deciding
whether to pursue a
business education and
how to go about it,
physicians should
assess their career
goals and set realistic
expectations about
what they might gain.

➤➤
Physicians without
management experience might not land
more than an entrylevel management job,
even with a business
degree or certificate.
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experience and on your goals and how well
you’ve defined them. Family physicians
who’ve earned business degrees say that
before making a big investment, physicians
should thoroughly examine their own career
goals and set realistic expectations about
what they might gain from getting a business education. They should also seek the
advice of peers who’ve gotten the education
they’re contemplating, individuals who are
doing the kind of work they aspire to and,
if it makes sense, their employer or potential
employer. Then, they say, keep asking questions until you have a clear sense of what
you need to learn and how you will apply it.
George Xakellis, MD, MBA, program
director of the AAFP’s Fundamentals of
Management (FOM) course and associate
professor in the Department of Family and
Community Medicine at the University of
California – Davis, advises physicians to
take an introductory training course before
deciding to pursue a certificate or a master’s
degree. “You need to dip your big toe in the
water and see if you feel like jumping in,”
says Xakellis.

‘You need to dip your big toe
in the water and see if you
feel like jumping in.’
Sheila Sawyer, MD, MMM, opted for
that approach, taking three American College of Physician Executives (ACPE) seminars to confirm her interest in management
before deciding to pursue a certificate, and
later, a Master’s in Medical Management
(MMM). After the third course, she says,
“I was hooked.” Sawyer began her career in
solo family practice, was regional medical
director for Iowa’s Integra Health for six
years and currently is president of Agile
Health Strategies, a company providing integrated solutions to health care organizations
for improving efficiency. She earned both
her certificate in medical management
(CMM) and her MMM through a program
offered jointly by Tulane University in New
Orleans and ACPE, which allowed her to
apply her seminar course work toward the
completion of the programs. (The University of Southern California and Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh also offer the
MMM degree through partnerships with
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KEY POINTS
• Family physicians who are interested in developing
business skills can choose from a growing number
of programs, from introductory through master’s
level.
• Curriculum, mode of instruction, cost and time
commitment are among the most important
considerations.
• Physicians should have clear goals and realistic
expectations before investing in a business
education.

ACPE.) Sawyer elected to do the additional
work required for the MMM and says it was
worth it. In addition to enabling her to better manage her administrative responsibilities, Sawyer says, the MMM credential
demonstrates her level of commitment to
her management role and gives her additional credibility with other health care executives and physicians as well.
A. Clinton MacKinney, MD, MS, earned
a Master’s of Science in Administrative Medicine through the Department of Preventive
Medicine at the University of Wisconsin –
Madison. Today, MacKinney is medical
director for HealthPartners Central Minnesota Clinics in St. Cloud, Minn., where
he practices family medicine two days
a week and devotes the other three to
administrative responsibilities.
MacKinney says the introductory programs he took helped him to develop leadership skills, but that a master’s program was
necessary for him to develop the skills that
would make him an effective manager. “I
wanted to be able to make wiser management decisions, and the education gave me
the foundation to do that,” he says. “It provided the vocabulary and an understanding
of relatively complex business issues I hadn’t
encountered every day as a physician.”
David C. Kibbe, MD, MBA, CEO of
Canopy Systems, Inc., an Internet clinical
software application and services firm based
in Chapel Hill, N.C., and a contributing
editor to Family Practice Management, completed the University of Texas – Austin’s
traditional MBA program. “An unbuffered
approach to management from the business
and entrepreneurial side has a lot to commend itself and has proven to be a wise
investment for me,” he says.

BUSINESS EDUCATION

Kibbe urges family physicians to set
realistic expectations and not expect an
immediate return on their investment.
“The programs sell the idea that once you
have this degree or certificate or seminar
experience, you’ll be set for life,” he says.
“But the recruiters will tell you that employers are looking for people with experience
and a proven track record of managing
resources, people and money.” If you don’t
have that, the certificate or degree might
only enable you to get an entry-level management job, Kibbe says.

of the degree it offers. Curricula can vary
significantly among programs that offer the
same degrees or vary only slightly among
programs that offer different degrees. Look
carefully at course descriptions. As a general
rule, health-care-related degree programs
based in the business/management schools of
universities and colleges tend to have a greater
emphasis on business education than ones
based in schools of medicine or public health.
Marc L. Rivo, MD, MPH, earned his
MPH at the University of California –
Berkeley as part of a joint MD/MPH program. “It provided me with an excellent
Getting down to business
foundation for my career in administrative
Management training opportunities for
medicine, public health and health policy,”
physicians break down into three broad cate- he says. Rivo is South Florida regional medgories. They’re described below, starting with ical director for AvMed Health Plan, Miami,
those that require the greatest commitment
and medical editor of Family Practice Manof time, money and energy. (The table on
agement. “If your major focus is simply to be
page 31 provides more information about
skilled in the financial and personnel manseveral programs in each of these categories
agement side, then it may make more sense
and a list of Web directories that include
to consider an MBA,” Rivo says. “In a Maslinks to programs’ Web sites.)
ter’s of Public Health program that offers a
Master’s degree programs. Many options specialty focus in health care administration,
exist for physicians interested in pursuing an
you get a broad view of the health care sysadvanced degree. These include a variety of
tem and the population-based approach to
Master’s in Business Administration (MBA)
care as well as the business skills that an
degrees (traditional MBAs and MBAs with
MBA provides,” says Rivo.
health-care-specific and, in some cases, physiThere are 29 accredited Schools of Public
cian-specific, content) as well as other types
Health, many of which offer programs with
of health-care-related master’s degrees in
distance learning and limited on-campus
areas more closely related to health care
periods. Dual family medicine-preventive
(Master’s in Public Health, Master’s in
medicine residencies provide another route
Health Administration, Master’s in Medical
to an MPH. Currently about 10 such proManagement and Masgrams offer eligibiliThe on-campus periods vary
ter’s in Administrative
ty for certification by
Medicine, to name a
both boards and an
significantly among programs
few). Many MBAs and
MPH degree, and
other master’s degree
several can be comdepending in part on the
programs are offered in
pleted on a part-time
amount of distance-learning
traditional formats as
basis, Rivo says. (For
well as “executive” formore information
involved.
mats designed for stuabout these and
dents who are employed and need to fit
other MPH programs, go to www.
course work around a full schedule of work.
acpm.org/residency.htm and www.asph.org.)
Executive formats can range from evening to
Certificate programs. These are popular
weekend to correspondence courses, each
among physicians who aren’t sure they want
requiring some degree of on-campus course
or need a master’s degree. ACPE offers a
work.
CMM to physicians who complete seven of
The length and frequency of the on-campus
its seminars, an exam and a presentation.
periods vary significantly among programs
The seminars are offered over long weekends
depending in part on the amount of disin various cities across the U.S. The CMM
tance-learning involved.
program offers 30 hours of CME credit.
As you weigh your options, keep in mind
The American College of Healthcare
that you can’t judge a program by the name
Executives (ACHE; www.ache.org) and the
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➤➤
Physicians can choose
from a variety of master’s degree programs,
many of which are
designed for students
who work full time.

➤➤
Master’s programs
require varying
amounts of on-campus
course work and distance learning.

➤➤
Some degree programs
that don’t offer MBAs
offer MBA-like course
work.

➤➤
Certificate programs
generally require less
commitment than master’s programs.
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➤➤
Several professional
associations offer certificate programs that
offer CME credit.

➤➤
Introductory programs
reorient physicians to
the classroom and can
help them decide
whether to make the
commitment that a certificate or degree program requires.

➤➤
One key issue to
explore when researching programs is the
extent to which the
curriculum is healthcare-focused.

➤➤
You’ll also need to
determine how much of
the course work occurs
in the classroom and
how much distance
learning is involved.
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American College of Medical Practice Executives (ACMPE, the professional development and credentialing arm of the Medical
Group Management Association;
www.mgma.com/acmpe) also offer certificate programs, although physicians account
for a relatively small percentage of the participants. The ACPE, ACHE and ACMPE
certify members with advanced study and
experience in management and advance
some members to the level of fellow, with
the credentials CPE and FACPE, CHE and
FACHE or CMPE and FACMPE, respectively. These programs also allow you to
earn CME credit.
Introductory programs. Most physicians
who want to learn more about the business of
health care simply attend one or more regional or national CME programs. The AAFP
offers FOM, a year-long, management-training program, which includes 10 days of
coursework divided into two segments and
an individual project. The FOM course has
been recognized by ACPE as equivalent to
its Physicians in Management Seminar I.
Lydia Lawson, MD, a family physician
with Lovelace Health Systems, an Albuquerque, N.M., multispecialty group, took
the FOM course after being elected a member of the physician subcommittee of the
Lovelace Health System Medical Practice
Board. She says small class sizes, experiential
learning and a family medicine focus made
FOM more useful to her than many courses
she’s taken in the past.
“I needed to be able to communicate
with the organization’s senior management
in financial terms,” Lawson says. “I wanted
better skills in that area, like learning how to
read profit-and-loss statements and balance
sheets. My other motivation was to learn
how to bridge the communication gap
between physicians and medical managers,
and FOM helped me with that.”
Lawson is typical of most graduates of
FOM and introductory programs like it in
that she spends 60 to 80 percent of her work
week in direct patient care and the remainder doing administrative work.
Intensive management seminars, such as
those offered by Harvard University, are
another option. They introduce participants
to a broader range of health care management topics than a traditional CME course
can, and they also help reorient physicians to
the classroom.
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Doing your homework
Deciding whether to pursue an introductory
training program, a degree program or
something in between is only half the job.
Use the following list of considerations to
help you identify the particular program
that’s right for you:
Curriculum. To what extent is the curriculum health-care-focused? For example,
many MBA programs offer a traditional
MBA curriculum infused with case studies
from the health care industry. Some also offer
health-care-specific courses, such as health
care finance and health care law, or courses
that integrate clinical and managerial subjects.
The program director should be able to tell
you what percentage of the overall curriculum
is health-care-focused. The focus of the curriculum is also influenced by the school or
schools within the institution that offer the
program (e.g., the College of Business, School
of Medicine or the School of Public Health).
You should also determine whether the
curriculum includes an organizational behavior component. Not all programs cover this,
but it’s important, says Xakellis, who earned
his MBA at the University of Iowa’s executive
MBA program. “The biggest challenges facing physician executives are the human
aspects of organizational performance, communication, inspiring people and setting
visions, missions and goals,” he says.
Mode of instruction. Other than the traditional master’s degree program that
involves full-time study on campus, most
programs blend several modes of instruction,
and you will want to evaluate the blend for
each program you consider. How much of
the course work occurs in the classroom? Are
course projects designed to be directly
applicable to challenges you face in your job?
How much distance learning does the program involve, and what form does it take?
Does it involve Web-based materials, Webbased courses, teleconferences and sharing
ideas and discussing projects with classmates
in online chat rooms?
Jonathan A. Swartz, MD, MBA, vice
chair of the Department of Family Medicine
at Montefiore Medical Center and medical
director of a division of Montefiore Medical
Group, Bronx, N.Y., earned his MBA from
the University of Tennessee – Knoxville’s
Physician Executive MBA program, which
offers equal amounts of traditional classroom instruction and distance learning.

BUSINESS EDUCATION

ASSORTED MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS

The information in this table is drawn from brochures, Web sites and interviews with individuals associated with the various programs and is intended
only to represent the range of programs available. A number of Web directories provide links to more comprehensive lists of degree programs. For links
to MBA programs, visit www.business.gradschools.com, www.businessweek.com/bschools, www.MBAinfo.com and www.petersons.com/mba/search.
html. For links to MPH programs, go to www.asph.org and www.acpm.org/residency.htm. U.S. News and World Report magazine’s annual rankings of
graduate schools are available at www.usnews.com/usnews/edu/beyond/bchome.htm.
Degree/certificate

Schedule

Approximate cost 1

CME 2

Contact information

University of
California – Irvine

Health Care
Executive MBA

Three-and-a-half-day resident
blocks once a month for two
years; distance learning

$54,000

Yes

949-824-5374;
www.gsm.uci.edu/
programs

University of
Hartford
(Connecticut)

Executive MBA
for Health Care
Professionals

Alternate weekends over 21 months

$30,000

No

860-768-4390;
barney.hartford.edu/
g_emba.htm

University of South
Florida – Tampa

Physician MBA

One week plus six four-day
weekendso ver about 18 months;
distance learning

$9,000
Yes
for Fla. residents;
$14,600 for non-residents

813-974-2615;
www.coba.usf.edu/
programs/docs/

University of
Tennessee – Knoxville

Physician
Executive MBA

Four one-week resident blocks
over 12 months; distance learning

$40,000

888-446-5458;
www.pemba.utk.edu

MPH or MHA

Three eight-day resident blocks
over two years; distance learning

MPH: $8,400 N.C.
Yes
residents; $16,400
non-residents;
MHA: $10,920 residents;
$21,320 non-residents

919-966-7364;
www.sph.unc.edu/hpaa

MPH

One month each summer for three
years plus eight weekends over
two years; distance learning

$19,000
(books, room and
board not included)

No

depts.washington.edu/
~hsedp/edphome.html;
206-685-7580 or
800-872-8814

MS in
Administrative
Medicine

Four week-long and two two-week- $37,000
long resident blocks over 22 months; (books, room and
distance learning
board not included)

Yes

608-263-4889;
www.medsch.wisc.edu/
adminmed/aboutam.htm

MBA PROGRAMS

Yes

MPH AND OTHER MASTER’S PROGRAMS
University of
North Carolina –
Chapel Hill

University of
Washington (Seattle)

University of
Wisconsin – Madison

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
American College of
Physician Executives
(ACPE)

CMM 3

290-hour series of courses offered
at locations across the country,
distance learning and one nine-day
course at one of the universities.

$15,000

Yes

800-562-8088;
www.acpe.org/
seminars/certif.html

The Johns Hopkins
University (Baltimore)

Hopkins Business of
Medicine Graduate
Certificate 4

One evening per week
for 10 to 11 months

$6,450

Yes

410-309-9527;
ww2.med.jhu.edu/cme/
events/busofmed.htm

INTRODUCTORY PROGRAMS
Fundamentals of
Management (AAFP)

—

Five-day seminar; one independent
project; coursework at the AAFP
Annual Scientific Assembly

$1,250
(housing not
included)

Yes;
Prescribed

800-274-2237, ext. 4114;
www.aafp.org/fom

Harvard University
School of Public Health
(Cambridge, Mass.)

—

A variety of three-day seminars

Fees vary from about
$1,000 to $2,000 per
seminar (housing not
included)

Yes

617-432-1171;
www.hsph.harvard.
edu/ccpe/

Physicians in
Management I
and II (ACPE)

—

Four-day seminars offered
in various cities

$1,400 per seminar
Yes
(housing not included)

800-562-8088;
www.acpe.org/
seminars/educsem.html

1. Except where noted, cost includes tuition, books and room and board, if any; does not include transportation.
2. Category 1 credit except where noted.
3. By completing three one-week resident blocks and four distance learning blocks over about one year at Carnegie Mellon University, Tulane University or the University of Southern California, physicians who’ve already been awarded ACPE’s certificate of medical management may also earn a Master of Medical Management degree.
4. Credits transfer to the university’s MBA degree with concentration in Medical Services Management.
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SPEEDBAR ®

➤➤
Look for course work
that is interactive and
allows you to practice
what you learn.

➤➤
CME allowances could
be used to offset the
considerable cost of
degree and certificate
programs.

➤➤
Be realistic when estimating the amount of
time you’ll have to
spend on course work.

➤➤
Find out whether the
program is accredited
and how many individuals have completed it,
and talk with graduates about their
experiences.
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He chose the program because it’s an execuweekend had I chosen a program close to
tive MBA program designed specifically for
home, but I couldn’t guarantee that I’d have
physicians and because of the convenience
time to prepare for it every week. I knew that
of distance learning.
with two months between classes I could finIt was even easier than a local program
ish a project and read the materials for the
would have been, Swartz says. “It took me
next class,” Sawyer says.
five minutes to get my coffee and go downYou should also try to get a good estimate
stairs for ‘cyberclass’
of how much time you’ll
as opposed to driving
Physicians who’ve completed have to spend on course
an hour into the city
work in between the resbusiness degree programs
to go to a class localidency periods. If the
ly,” he says. “The
program literature says
identify family support as
program began with
you’ll spend 20 hours a
a key to their success.
an intense residency
week on course work,
week, so when we
you might want to plan
had our first cyberclass, it was easy to conon 25 or 30. Whatever the case, don’t tell
nect names with faces.” The software incoryourself you’ll be able to get the work done
porates PowerPoint slides and live audio,
in less time than the program suggests.
and the teacher controls the microphone
You should also factor completion time
and the slides, Swartz explains. “It literally
into your decision. How long will it take
took me just one session to feel like I was
you to finish – and how long will you be
in a classroom.”
allowed to take? Most of the nontraditional
Whatever the instructional media, beware MBA programs take about two years to
of programs that involve a large proportion
complete. Some certificate programs allow
of lectures. “The more interactive the course
physicians a more generous amount of time
work, the better,” Xakellis says. “Hearing the to complete the program requirements.
concepts in a lecture is not enough. You have
History and reputation. Is the program
to be able to practice a new style of interactaccredited? How long has it existed? How
ing with others. As a physician manager, you many physicians (and others) have completed
won’t always be doing the task. You’ll be
it? What do graduates, as well as other physicoaching and motivating others to do it.”
cians, say about it? If you’re committed to
Cost. Who’s footing the bill? You? Your
continuing to work in your local community,
practice? Your employer? Most degree proyou might be better-served by choosing a programs cost between $25,000 and $60,000
gram that is well-known and respected locally
for tuition, fees, room and board. You’ll also
and that will enable you to develop a network
have to pay for travel costs, which could vary of contacts in your area, says Xakellis.
significantly depending on where the proParticipants. To the extent that health
gram is located. The certificate programs can care has a lot to learn from other industries,
also be expensive, with tuition costs as high
it might be beneficial to have people in your
as $20,000. If the program grants CME
class who don’t work in health care. On the
credit and you have a CME allowance, disother hand, you’ll want to share ideas and
cuss with your employer how much of the
build camaraderie with other physicians and
total cost it will cover. If the program doesn’t health care executives. Try to find out about
grant CME, check to see whether you can
previous participants’ backgrounds and
apply your CME allowance anyway.
goals. While you’re at it, ask how many famTime commitment. Money isn’t the only ily physicians have completed the program.
thing you’ll have to invest in getting a busiSawyer says she keeps in close contact with
ness education. Both degree and certificate
physicians she met through the program.
programs take considerable amounts of time. “I now have a broad network of contacts I
Many nontraditional degree programs have
can call to ask how they’re handling certain
“residency periods” from one weekend up to
issues in their part of the country.”
1 1/2 weeks long during which participants
have to be on campus. Some physicians find
Support
it easier to commit to an occasional residency Your choice about which type of program to
period than to an every-Saturday schedule. “I pursue should be based not only on which
could probably have attended class every
path might best further your career goals but
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also on the level of support (both financial
and emotional) you’ll have from your family
and your employer or, if you’re in private
practice, your partners. Physicians who’ve
completed business degree programs identify
family support as a key to their success.
“I devoted about 20 hours a week over
and above my full-time job to getting my
degree,” said Xakellis. “My family life was
impacted substantially. You’re not just physically absent more often, your mental energies are flowing in a different direction. You
need to have your family’s support.”
MacKinney began his master’s program
when his twin boys were six months old.
The program required that he spend about
five weeks on campus per year, but the
remainder of the course work could be done
remotely. MacKinney says the program was
supposed to have taken about 15 hours a
week, but he found it took 20. At the time,
he was practicing full time. When he wasn’t
on call (three days out of four), his day started with rounds at 6 a.m. He began seeing
patients at his clinic at 7 a.m. and worked
straight through the noon hour until 2 p.m.
He was usually home by 3 p.m. and studied

until 8 p.m., when he put his sons to bed
and sat down for dinner with his wife. He
wrote approximately 80 papers in the two
years it took him to earn his degree.
“It was the most fascinating two years of
my professional life,” he says. “It took a lot
of planning, time management and sacrifice
by my family and me, but it was worth it.”
Learning never ends
Once you’ve plotted your course, you can
look forward to applying what you learn.
“The challenge for physician managers is to
take all their new technical managerial knowledge and apply it in a way that allows you
and those around you to enjoy your work
more, improve the patient care you deliver
and be financially successful – or at least
economically viable,” says Xakellis.
Editor’s note: Amy Bennett, a former senior
associate editor for Family Practice Management, contributed information for this article.

SPEEDBAR ®

➤➤
When choosing a program, consider whether
you’d prefer to study
with other physicians,
nonphysician health
care professionals or
people who work in
other industries.

➤➤
Support from family
and colleagues is a key
to successfully completing a degree program.

How valuable has your own business education proven to be? Send comments to fpmedit
@aafp.org.
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